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ABSTRACT Uppaal 1 is a tool suite for automatic veri cation of safety and
bounded liveness properties of real-time systems modeled as networks of timed automata [12, 9, 4], developed during the past two years. In this paper, we summarize
the main features of Uppaal in particular its various extensions developed in 1995
as well as applications to various case-studies, review and provide pointers to the
theoretical foundation.

1

Introduction

Uppaal is a tool suite for automatic veri cation of safety and bounded liveness

properties of real-time systems modeled as networks of timed automata extended
with data variables [12, 9, 4], developed during the past two years. In this paper, we
summarize the features of Uppaal in particular the various extensions developed
in 1995 as well as applications to various case-studies, review and provide pointers
to the theoretical foundation.
In developing an automatic veri cation tool, there are two main issues to be considered: a user interface which should be easy to use and a model-checker which
should be ecient. Uppaal consists of a graphical user interface based on Autograph, that allows system descriptions to be de ned graphically and a model-checker
that combines on-the- y veri cation with a symbolic technique reducing the verication problem to that of solving simple constraint systems [12, 9]. The current
version of Uppaal is able to check for invariant and reachability properties, in
particular whether certain combinations of control-nodes of timed automata and
constrains on variables are reachable from an initial con guration. Bounded liveness properties can be checked by reasoning about the system in the context of
a testing automata. In order to facilitate debugging, the model-checker will report
a diagnostic trace in case the veri cation procedure terminates with a negative
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1 The current version of Uppaal is available on the World Wide Web via the Uppaal home
page http://www.docs.uu.se/docs/rtmv/uppaal.
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FIGURE 1. Overview of Uppaal

answer [10].
The current version of Uppaal is implemented in C++. An overview of Uppaal
is shown in Figure 1.
atg2ta A compiler from the graphical representation (.atg) of a network of timed
automata, to the textual representation in Uppaal (.ta).
hs2ta A lter that automatically transforms linear hybrid automata where the speed
of clocks is given by an interval into timed automata [11], thus extending the class
of systems that can be analyzed by Uppaal .
checkta Given a textual representation (in the .ta-format) of a network of timed
automata, checkta performs a number of simple but in practice useful syntactical
checks.
verifyta A model-checker that combines on-the- y veri cation with constraint
solving techniques [12, 9].
2

Extensions in 1995

The Uppaal model for real-time systems is networks of timed automata with data
variables. For detailed descriptions of the model, we refer to [9, 4]. The modelchecking algorithms implemented in Uppaal are developed in [12, 9]. During the
past year, we have applied Uppaal to a number of case-studies reviewed in next
section. To meet requirements arising from the case studies, the Uppaal model
and model-checker have been further extended with new features. In the following,
we summarize the new features of Uppaal developed during 1995:
Committed Locations. Uppaal adopts hand-shaking synchronization between
components in a network. The very recent case-study on the veri cation of Philips
Audio Control Protocol with bus-collisions shows that we need to further extend
the Uppaal model with committed locations to model behaviors such as atomic
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broadcasting in real-time systems. The notion of committed locations is introduced
in [3]. Our experiences with Uppaal show that the notion of committed locations
implemented in Uppaal is not only useful in modeling real-time systems but also
yields signi cant reductions in time- and space-usages in verifying such systems.
Urgent Actions. In order to model progress properties Uppaal uses a notion of
maximal delay that requires discrete transitions to be taken within a certain time
bound. However, in some examples, e.g. the Manufacturing Plant [6], synchronization on certain channels should happen immediately. For this reason the Uppaal
model was extended with urgent channels, on which processes should synchronize
whenever possible [4]. The notion of urgent channels (also known as urgent actions
in the literature) has been implemented in both HyTech and Kronos.
Diagnostic Traces. Ideally, a model-checker should be able to report diagnostic
information whenever the veri cation of a particular real-time system fails. Uppaal
reports such information by generating a diagnostic trace from the initial state to a
state violating the property. The usefulness of this kind of information was shown
during the debugging of an early version of Philips Audio-Control Protocol [10].

3

Case-Studies

Uppaal was applied to a number of case-studies and benchmark examples during

1995, including: several versions of Fischers Protocol [1], two version of Philips
Audio-Control Protocol [5, 10, 3], a Steam Generator [2], a Train Gate Controller [7],
a Manufacturing Plant [6], a Mine-Pump Controller [8] and a Water Tank [11].
In terms of complexity, Philips Audio-Control Protocol with bus-collision is the
most serious case-study where Uppaal is applied so far. The protocol is developed
by Philips to exchange information between components (e.g. ampli er, tuner, CDplayer, etc.) in one of their high-end audio sets. In [10] Philips Audio-Control Protocol without bus-collision [5] was veri ed using Uppaal. In the veri cation of the
protocol, the diagnostic model-checking feature of Uppaal was used for detecting
and correcting several errors in an early description of the protocol2. Recently a
version of Philips Audio-Control Protocol with two senders and with bus-collision
handling was veri ed using Uppaal . The result is reported in [3]. This case study is
comprehensive compared with previous veri cation e orts of real-time and hybrid
systems described in the literature. During this case-study Uppaal was extended
with committed locations, allowing ecient modelling of broadcast communication3.
2 Uppaal installed on a Sparc Station 10 running SunOS 4.1.4, with 32 MB of primary memory
veri es that the received bit stream is guaranteed to be identical to the sent bit stream in 3.6
seconds.
3 The veri cation of Philips Audio-Protocol with Bus Collision was carried out using an extended version of Uppaal installed on a SGI ONYX machine.
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Future Extensions

In this paper we have summarized the main features of Uppaal in particular its
recent extensions as well as applications to various case-studies.
Our experience with Uppaal during the past years shows that in verifying realtime systems, space-consuming is a more serious problem than time-consuming as
a veri cation process must store not only control-nodes searched but also possible
clock values associated with the control-nodes. We have introduced the notion of
committed locations which is useful in modeling real-time behaviors, and also yields
signi cant reduction in memory-usage. As future work, we shall further develop
techniques for minimizing memory-usage. Future work also includes extending the
current model-checker of Uppaal to check bounded liveness properties of [10] and
implementing the newly developed compositional model-checking technique of [9].
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